National meeting of the DHIE Net
(Teachers that do research work from the School)


In the month of November of the year 2000, it was carried out the II Meeting of the DHIE Net. One of the main objectives of the net is to put into knowledge of all their members, the degree of advance of the research processes that are being developed by the different colleges . Other teams and research groups  that are also working  on teaching investigation were invited to the meeting, although they aren´t members of the net.  
During the two days of the Meeting the participants worked in commissions, where the different colleges presented their works and the assistants outlined their opinions, doubts, suggestions and critics to the works. They also analyzed collectively, the conditions of realization of the different colleges in order to reorient the work logics and to propose future actions that may allow to achieve worthy conditions to do research from and on the educational field.   
The commissions were distributed according to the three thematic axes that are approached from the DHIE Net, those were:  
 Research work on “Educational Policies": related to the study of the educative  reforms and their impact on the system´s structure; the teaching work; the school institution; the curricular development.  
Research work on “educational Formation": Linked to the curricular design; the research problematic  , the extension of the training, the bring up to date, the improvement; the institutional culture; and the students that study careers to become teachers.  
Research work on “The problematic of teaching and learning": related tothe didactic research; the curricular development; and its relationship with the teaching work.  
This Meeting also had the particularity of having the presence of specialists and investigators that offered their contributions and shared the journeys with all the colleges that were participating. Among them they were Marta Maffei, Jorge Cardelli, Edgardo Datri and Federico Schuster, giving the political-pedagogic alignment for our proposal. There was also a panel where were presented different modalities of working in net which are being carried out in Iberoamerica; Jaime Calderón  (TEBES net, Mexico); Verno Krüger (IRES Net, España)  Amalia Homar (Experience AGMER-AMSAFE); Miguel Duhalde (DHIE Net) participated in it. There were also conferences in charge of Graciela Batallán  and MaríaTeresa Sirvent.  
Next we will present the topics approached in the different works that were presented  
   
  
   
 CONCLUSIONS  
   
 After two days of exchange of opinions, reflections and debates around the works and presented exhibitions, we could arrive to several conclusions on the trajectory, the current state and the future of the Net of Teachers that do research work from the School. And among the main aspects stand out:  
 - The recuperation of the debate about what is to investigate, in a space where the teachers word is protagonist. It was also analyzed and discussed the investigator's role, in the peculiar case of the educational formation and the necessity for this role to be based on the perspective that conceives the research work as an eminently political and emancipating process and not as a tool to the service of the logic market  which simply allows the accumulation of knowledge.  
 - As a consequence of the previous point, it arose among the participants a discussion on the teacher- investigator's role in the framework of the strong conditioning and pressures  of the neoliberal educative policies, and they concluded that it is imperious not only to outline the fight for a different conception of the educational research, but also for worthy conditions to be able to investigate.  
 - The different colleges of teachers manifested the necessity to advance towards a stage of systematizing  the production, the publication, and  communication of the different works that are being carried out. There was also agreement in the importance of continuing advancing towards the inter relationship with other spaces that are walking similar roads of construction of knowledge.  
- It was also proposed to intensify the activities and seminars of specialization and meetings encounters that allow to continue the process of learning initiated in this net and to emphasize those perspectives that permit the understanding of the own school reality, the desnaturalization of the practice, and to disassemble the high positivization level that remains instituted in the educational field in general.  
-  The necessity to maintain this space where the groups will present their advancement, as an instance of collective enrichment and at the same time as a stimulus to advance in the research work;    
 - It was positively valorized the fact of discussing each research proposal as an enrichment instance for each college, starting from the contributions, questions, doubts,  suggestions of all the participants of the meeting.  
 - And in this same sense, we realized the importance of showing the natural history of the investigation; or the research back-stage; as a way of learning from the errors, difficulties and obstacles that the same investigation process has implicit. The colleges presented the different moments of the construction process based on the definition and redefinition of the components of the design (object, problem, universe) as a process that doesn't only allow to advance in the same investigation, but also as an exercise that allows to build knowledge on what is to investigate.


